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Abstract—[Context] Semantic legal metadata provides information that helps with understanding and interpreting the meaning of legal provisions. Such metadata is important for the systematic analysis of legal requirements. [Objectives] Our work is motivated by two observations: (1) The existing requirements engineering (RE) literature does not provide a harmonized view on the semantic metadata types that are useful for legal requirements analysis. (2) Automated support for the extraction of semantic legal metadata is scarce, and further does not exploit the full potential of Natural Language Processing (NLP). Our objective is to take steps toward addressing these limitations. [Methods] We review and reconcile the semantic legal metadata types proposed in RE. Subsequently, we conduct a qualitative study aimed at investigating how the identified metadata types can be extracted automatically. [Results and Conclusions] We propose a harmonized conceptual model for the semantic legal metadata types pertinent to legal requirements analysis, and (2) automated extraction rules for these metadata types based on NLP. We evaluate the extraction rules through a case study. Our results indicate that the rules generate metadata annotations with high accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Legal metadata provides explicit conceptual knowledge about the content of legal texts. The requirements engineering (RE) community has long been interested in legal metadata as a way to systematize the process of identifying and elaborating legal compliance requirements [1], [2], [3]. There are several facets to legal metadata: Administrative metadata keeps track of the lifecycle of a legal text, e.g., the text’s creation date, its authors, its effective date, and its history of amendments. Provenance metadata maintains information about the origins of a legal text, e.g., the parliamentary discussions preceding the ratification of a legislative text. Usage metadata links legal provisions to their applications in case law, jurisprudence, and doctrine. Structural metadata captures the hierarchical organization of a legal text (or legal corpus). Finally, semantic metadata captures fine-grained information about the meaning and interpretation of legal provisions. This information includes, among other things, modalities (e.g., permissions and obligations), actors, conditions, exceptions, and violations.

Among the above, structural and semantic metadata have been studied the most in RE. Structural metadata is used mainly for establishing traceability to legal provisions, and performing such tasks as requirements change impact analysis [4], [5] and prioritization [2], [6]. Semantic metadata is a prerequisite for the systematic derivation of compliance

1. Within the limits and according to the provisions stated in this article, the municipal authorities may, in whole or in part, permanently or temporarily regulate or prohibit traffic on the public roads of the territory of the municipality, provided that these municipal regulations concern the traffic on the municipal roads as well as on the national roads situated inside the municipality’s agglomerations.

2. One who performs vehicle inspections without being in possession of the agreement specified in paragraph 1 shall be punished with imprisonment of eight days to three years and a fine of €25,000.

3. The investigating judge may pronounce the prohibition of driving at the request of the public prosecutor against a person sued for an offense under this Act or for an offense or a crime associated with one or more contraventions of the traffic regulations on any public road.

Fig. 1. Examples of Semantic Legal Metadata Annotations

In this paper, we concern ourselves with semantic legal metadata. In Fig. 1, we exemplify such metadata over three illustrative legal statements. These statements come from the traffic laws for Luxembourg, and have been translated into English from their original language, French. Statement 1 concerns the management of public roads by the municipalities. Statement 2 concerns penalties for violating the inspection processes for vehicles. Statement 3 concerns the interactions between the magistrates in relation to ongoing prosecutions on traffic offenses. In these examples, we provide metadata annotations only for the phrases within the statements (phrase-level metadata). Some of these phrase-level annotations induce annotations at the level of statements (statement-level metadata). For example, the “may” modality in Statements 1 and 3 makes these statements permissions. The modal verb “shall” in Statement 2, combined with the presence of a sanction, make the statement a penalty statement. In Section III, we will further explain the metadata types illustrated in Fig. 1.

The example statements in Fig. 1 entail legal requirements for various governmental IT systems, including road and...
critical infrastructure management systems, as well as case processing applications used by the police force and the courts.

The metadata annotations in Fig. 1 provide useful information to requirements analysts. Indeed, and as we argue more precisely in Section II, the RE literature identifies several use cases for semantic legal metadata in the elicitation and elaboration of legal requirements. For instance, the annotations of Statement 1 help with finding the conditions under which a road restriction can be put in place. The annotations of Statement 2 may lead the analyst to define a compliance rule made up of an antecedent (here, absence of an agreement), an action (here, performing vehicle inspections) and a consequence (here, a range of sanctions). Finally, the annotations of Statement 3 provide cues about the stakeholders who may need to be interviewed during requirements elicitation (agents and auxiliary parties), as well as the way these stakeholders should interact, potentially using computer systems.

Our work in this paper is motivated by two observed limitations in the state-of-the-art on semantic legal metadata:

1) Lack of a harmonized view of semantic legal metadata for RE. While the RE community acknowledges the importance of semantic legal metadata, there is no consensus on the metadata types that are beneficial for legal requirements analysis. Different work strands propose different metadata types [7], [3], [10], [12], [13], but no strand completely covers the others.

2) NLP's under-exploited potential for metadata extraction. If done manually, enhancing a large corpus of legal texts with semantic metadata is extremely laborious. Recently, increasing attention has been paid to automating this task using natural language processing (NLP). Notable initiatives aimed at providing automation for metadata extraction are GaiusT [3] and NomosT [11]. These initiatives do not handle the broader set of metadata types proposed in the RE literature, e.g., locations proposed by Breaux [7], objects by Massey [2], and situation by Siena et al. [13]. Further, they rely primarily on simple NLP techniques, e.g., tokenization, named-entity recognition, and part-of-speech (POS) tagging. Simple NLP techniques have the advantage that they are less likely to make mistakes. Nevertheless, such techniques cannot provide detailed insights into the complex semantics of legal provisions.

With recent developments in NLP, the robustness of advanced NLP techniques, notably constituency and dependency parsing, has considerably improved [14]. This raises the prospect that these more advanced techniques may now be accurate enough for a deep automated analysis of legal texts. Dependency parsing is important for correctly identifying constituents whose roles are influenced by linguistic dependencies. For instance, in Statement 3 of Fig. 1, the roles of the (sued) person, the investigating judge and the public prosecutor can be derived from such dependencies. Constituency parsing is important for delineating the right span for metadata annotations. For instance, in Statement 1 of Fig. 1, annotating “the national roads situated inside the municipality’s agglomerations” as one segment requires the ability to recognize this segment as a compound noun phrase. Without a parse tree, one cannot readily mark this segment in its entirety, and thus cannot identify the right span for the location annotation. To the best of our knowledge, a full-fledged application of NLP, including constituency and dependency parsing, has not yet been attempted over legal texts for a broad scope of metadata types.

Research Questions (RQs). Throughout the paper, we investigate three RQs. RQ1 tackles the first limitation above, while RQ2 and RQ3 tackle the second.

RQ1: What are the semantic legal metadata types used in RE? RQ1 aims at developing a harmonized specification of the semantic metadata types used in legal RE. To this end, we review and reconcile several existing classifications. Our answer to RQ1 is the first contribution of the paper: a conceptual model of semantic metadata types pertinent to legal requirements analysis. The model defines six metadata types for legal statements, and 18 metadata types for the phrases thereof. A glossary alongside mappings to the literature are provided as an online annex [15].

RQ2: Can one define semantic legal metadata extraction rules over constituency and dependency parsing results? RQ2 investigates whether one can readily define rules for extracting semantic legal metadata using constituency and dependency parsing. To answer RQ2, we perform a qualitative study over 200 legal statements from the traffic laws for Luxembourg. Specifically, we annotate the legal statements in question with the legal metadata types established in RQ1. We use the results of this study for defining rules that can automatically detect the annotations. The answer to RQ2 is the second contribution of the paper: a set of NLP-based rules for automated extraction of semantic legal metadata. Our rules, which leverage constituency and dependency parsing, cover the majority of the phrase-level metadata types identified in RQ1.

RQ3: How accurate is semantic legal metadata extraction using constituency and dependency parsing? RQ3, posed in light of a positive answer to RQ2, aims at evaluating the accuracy of our extraction rules. Our evaluation is based on 150 new legal statements from the traffic laws. For our evaluation, we adapt precision and recall so that they account not only for the correct assignment of metadata types by the extraction rules, but also for the correct delineation of text spans to which the metadata annotations are applied. Both factors are important, since mistakes in either the type or the span lead to manual effort. Specifically, our adapted notions of precision and recall levy a penalty over annotations whose type is correct but whose span is only partially correct. Overall, our approach has an (adapted) precision of 87.4% and an (adapted) recall of 85.5%. When only type assignment is considered, precision stands at 97.2% and recall at 94.9%.

Overview and Structure. Section II reviews background and related work. Section III describes our conceptual model for semantic legal metadata. Section IV presents our qualitative study and the extraction rules resulting from it. Section V evaluates the accuracy of our extraction rules. Section VI discusses threats to validity. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We begin with background information on deontic logic and the Hohfeldian system. These serve as the foundations for most work in the area of legal analysis. Next, we discuss the related work on semantic legal metadata. Finally, we position our technical approach by explaining how constituency and dependency parsing have been used previously in RE.

A. Preliminaries

When trying to interpret and analyze the semantics of the law, most existing research takes its root in either deontic logic [16] or the Hohfeldian system of legal concepts [17]. Deontic logic distinguishes “what is permissible” (permission or right) from “what ought to be” (obligation) and their negations: what is “impermissible” (“prohibition”) and what “not ought to be” (”omissible” or non-obligatory), respectively.

The Hohfeldian system [17] distinguishes eight terms for legal rights: claim (claim right), privilege, power, immunity, duty, no-claim, liability, and disability. Each term in the Hohfeldian system is paired with one opposite and one correlative term. Two rights are opposites if the existence of one excludes that of the other. Hohfeldian opposites are similar to how permissions and obligations are negated in deontic logic. Two rights are correlative if the right of a party entails that there is another party (a counter-party) who has the correlative right. For example, a driver has the (claim) right to know why their vehicle has been stopped by the police; this implies a duty for the police to explain the reason for stopping the vehicle.

B. Semantic Metadata in Legal Requirements

Deontic logic and the Hohfeldian system introduce a number of important legal concepts. Several strands of work leverage these concepts for the elicitation and specification of legal requirements, and the definition of compliance rules. Below, we outline these strands and the legal concepts underlying each. Examples for many of the legal concepts can be found in Fig. 1. However, we note that not all publications provide precise definitions for the concepts they use. Further, for certain concepts, the provided definitions vary in different publications. Consequently, while Fig. 1 is useful for illustrating existing work, the definitions used by others may not be fully aligned with ours. Our definitions for the concepts in Fig. 1 are based on the conceptual model that we propose in Section III.

Early foundations. Two of the earliest research strands in RE on extracting information from legal texts are by Giorgini et al. [18] and Breaux et al. [19]. These approaches target the elicitation of rights and permissions following the principles of deontic logic. Breaux et al. provide a proof-of-concept example of how structured information may be extracted from legal texts. Extending the generic Cerno information extraction framework [20], Kiyavitskaya et al. [12] develop automation for the approach of Breaux et al.’s. The automation addresses rights, obligations, exceptions, constraints, cross-references, actors, policies, events, dates, and information.

The above strands lay the groundwork for two different branches of research on legal requirements. The first branch is oriented around goal modeling, and the second around formal rules specified in either restricted natural language or logic. Goal-based legal requirements. The initial work of Kiyavitskaya et al. with Cerno was enhanced by Zeni et al. in the GaiusT tool [3]. GaiusT pursues an explicit objective of identifying metadata in legal texts and using this metadata for building goal-based representations of legal requirements. GaiusT is centered around the concepts of: (1) actors who have goals, responsibilities and capabilities, (2) prescribed behaviors according to the deontic logic modalities of rights, obligations and their respective opposites, (3) resources, specialized into assets and information, (4) actions that describe what is taking place, and (5) constraints, either exceptions or temporal conditions, which affect the actors, resources or prescribed behaviors. GaiusT further addresses structural legal metadata which we are not concerned with here.

In tandem with GaiusT, the different versions of the Nomos framework [8], [11], [13], [21] provide a complementary angle toward metadata extraction with a more pronounced alignment with goal models. Nomos models are built around five core concepts: roles (the holder or beneficiary of provisions), norms (either duties or rights), situations describing the past, actual or future state of the world, and associations describing how a provision affects a given situation. Zeni et al. propose NomosT [11] to automate the extraction of Nomos concepts using GaiusT. While still grounded in Nomos’ original concepts, NomosT reuses several other concepts from GaiusT, including actors, resources, conditions, and exceptions.

The above work strands follow the principles of deontic logic. Another strand of work on goal-based analysis of legal requirements is LegalGRL [22], [23] which, in contrast to the above, follows the Hohfeldian system. The main legal concepts in LegalGRL are: subjects, modalities (based on Hohfeld’s classifications of rights), verbs, actions, cross-references, preconditions, and exceptions. LegalGRL does not yet have automated support for metadata extraction.

Formal legal requirements. Following up on their earlier work [19] and motivated by deriving compliance requirements, Breaux et al. [7], [1] propose an upper ontology for formalizing “frames” in legal provisions. This ontology has two tiers. The first tier describes statement-level (sentence-level) concepts. These concepts are: permissions, obligations, refrainments, exclusions, facts, and definitions. The second tier describes the concepts related to the constituent phrases in legal statements (phrase-level concepts). In this second tier, actions are used as containers for encapsulating the following concepts: subjects, acts, objects, purposes, instruments and locations. For actions that are transactions, one or more targets need to be specified. Breaux et al. further consider modalities, conditions and exceptions at the level of phrases.

Maxwell and Antón [10] propose a classification of semantic concepts for building formal representations of legal provisions. These representations are meant at guiding analysts throughout requirements elicitation. At the level of statements, the classification envisages the concepts of rights, permissions obligations and definitions. At a phrase level, the concepts
of interest are the **actors** involved in a provision and the **preconditions** that apply to the provision.

Massey et al. [6], [2] develop an approach for mapping the terminology of a legal text onto that of a requirements specification. The goal here is to assess how well legal concerns are addressed within a requirements specification. Massey et al. reuse the concepts of **rights**, **obligations**, **refrainments** and **definitions** from Breaux et al.’s upper ontology, while adding **prioritizations**. At a phrase level, the approach uses **actors**, **data objects**, **actions** and **cross-references**.

### C. Semantic Metadata in Legal Knowledge Representation

There is considerable research in the legal knowledge representation community on formalizing legal knowledge [24]. Several ontologies have been developed for different dimensions of legal concepts [25], [26]. Our goal here is not to give a thorough exposition of these ontologies, because our focus is on the metadata types (discussed in Section II-B) for which clear use cases exist in the RE community.

The above said, an overall understanding of the major initiatives in the legal knowledge representation community is important for our purposes: First, these initiatives serve as a confirmatory measure to ensure that we define our metadata types at the right level of abstraction. Second, by considering these initiatives, we are able to create a mapping between the metadata types used in RE and those used in these initiatives; this is a helpful step toward bridging the two communities.

We consider two major initiatives, LKIF [27], [28], [29] and LegalRuleML [30], [31], which are arguably the largest attempts to date on the harmonization of legal concepts.

**LKIF** is a rule modeling language for a wide spectrum of legal texts ranging from legislation to court decisions. LKIF’s core ontology includes over 200 classes. At a statement level, LKIF supports the following deontic concepts: **rights**, **permissions**, **obligations**, and **prohibitions**. At a phrase level, LKIF’s most pertinent concepts are: **actors**, **objects**, **events**, **time**, **locations**, **trades**, **transactions**, and **delegations** (further specialized into **mandates** and **assignments**). LKIF further provides concepts for the **antecedents** and **consequents** of events.

**LegalRuleML** [30], [31] – a successor of LKIF – tailors the generic RuleML language [32] for the legal domain. LegalRuleML classifies statements into **facts** and **norms**. Norms are further specialized into **constitutive statements** (definitions), **prescriptive statements**, and **penalty statements**. The modality of a prescriptive statement is, at a phrase level, expressed using one of the following deontic concepts: **right**, **permission**, **obligation** or **prohibition**. Penalty statements have embedded them into the concepts of **violations** and **reparations**. LegalRuleML further introduces the following concepts directly at the level of phrases: **participants**, **events**, **time**, **locations**, **jurisdictions**, **artifacts**, and **compliance** (opposite of violation). The participants may be designated as **agents**, **bearers** or **third parties**, who may have **roles** and be part of an **authority**.

All the above-mentioned concepts from LKIF and LegalRuleML have correspondences in the RE literature on legal requirements, reviewed in Section II-B. In Section III, we reconcile all the RE-related legal concepts identified in an attempt to provide a unified model of legal metadata for RE.

### D. Constituency and Dependency Parsing in RE

As mentioned already, the main enabling techniques we employ from NLP for metadata extraction are constituency and dependency parsing. In recent years, advanced NLP techniques, including constituency and dependency parsing, have generated a lot of traction in RE. Examples of problems to which these techniques have been applied are template conformance checking [33], model extraction [34], [35], feature extraction [36], and ambiguity and defect detection [37], [38].

In relation to legal requirements specifically, Bhatia et al. [9], [39] and Evans et al. [40] apply constituency and dependency parsing for analyzing privacy policies. These threads of work have provided us with useful inspiration. Nevertheless, our objective is different. Bhatia et al. and Evans et al. focus on detecting ambiguities in privacy policies via the construction of domain-specific lexicons and ontologies. Our work, in contrast, addresses the extraction of metadata for facilitating the identification and specification of legal requirements. Our work aligns best with the GaiusT and NomosT initiatives discussed earlier. What distinguishes our work from these initiatives is providing wider coverage of metadata types and using NLP techniques that can more accurately delineate the spans for metadata annotations.

### III. A Model of Semantic Legal Metadata (RQ1)

Our conceptual model for semantic legal metadata is presented in Fig. 2. The dashed boundaries in the figure distinguish statement-level and phrase-level metadata types. Our conceptual model brings together existing proposals by Breaux et al. [1], Maxwell and Antón [10], Siena et al. [13], Massey et al. [2], Ghanavati et al. [22] and Zeni et al. [3]. The model derives the majority – 83.3% (20/24), to be precise – of its concepts from the work of Breaux et al.’s [1] and Zeni et al.’s [3]. Due to space, we do not present the full mapping we have developed between the above proposals. This mapping is available in an online annex [15]. The annex further provides a glossary for our conceptual model.

The main challenge in reconciling the above proposals is that they introduce distinct but overlapping concepts. When dealing with overlapping concepts in the RE literature, we favored concepts that aligned better with LKIF [27] and LegalRuleML [30], outlined in Section II-C. This decision was driven by the desire to define our concepts at a level of abstraction that allows interoperability with initiatives in the legal knowledge representation community.

Our model has six concrete concepts at the level of statements. Aside from **penalty**, all statement-level concepts are from Breaux et al. [1]. Penalty comes from LKIF; we found this concept to be a necessary designation for statements containing sanctions. The model envisages 18 concrete concepts for phrases. Most have been illustrated in the statements of Fig. 1. **Agent** is an actor performing an action, whereas **target** is an actor affected by the enforcement of a provision. A third
form of actor is auxiliary party, which is neither an agent nor a target, but rather an intermediary. Examples of agents and targets are given in Statements 1 and 2, respectively. An example of all actor types together is given in Statement 3.

The concept of artifact captures human-made objects (physical or virtual). An example artifact is “the agreement” in Statement 2. The concept of situation describes a state of affairs, similarly to Nomos [13]. A situation may be a result; a result may be further classifiable as a sanction. An example situation is “the prohibition of driving” in Statement 3. This situation also happens to be a sanction (and thus a result too).

The description of “what is happening” is considered as a norm in Nomos [13], an action in GaiusT [3], an act in Breaux et al.’s upper ontology [1] and a clause in LegalGRL [22].

In our model, we follow GaiusT’s terminology. As illustrated by our statements in Fig. 1, an action can be linked to a modality (often expressed via a modal verb), as well as to constraints. Constraints may be further classifiable as exceptions or conditions. Conditions may be further classifiable as violations; this is when a condition describes the circumstances under which the underlying statement is denied (violated). Statement 2 provides an example of a violation. Violations, alongside sanctions discussed earlier, provide information that is necessary for inferring the consequences of non-compliance.

We capture the purpose for a statement using the concept of reason (not illustrated in Fig. 1). This concept corresponds to purpose in Breaux et al.’s upper ontology and to goal in GaiusT. The term “reason” comes from LegalRuleML. Finally, a statement may contain information represented in the form of references, time and locations. These concepts are all illustrated in the statements of Fig. 1.

As a final remark, we note that not all the concepts discussed in Section II have been retained in our model. A decision not to retain was made when we deemed a concept expressible using other concepts, or when the concept did not directly lead to metadata. For example, compliance results from the satisfaction of one or more conditions. Delegation is a particular type of action involving an auxiliary party. Exclusion is an implicit type and difficult to infer without additional reasoning.

IV. EXTRACTING SEMANTIC LEGAL METADATA (RQ2)

In this section, we report on a qualitative study aimed at defining extraction rules for semantic legal metadata. Our study focuses exclusively on phrase-level metadata. Ascribing (statement-level) metadata to whole statements requires knowledge of metadata at the level of phrases. We leave statement-level metadata extraction to future studies.

Study context and data selection. We conducted our study in collaboration with Luxembourg’s Central Legislative Service (in French, Service Central de Législation, hereafter SCL). SCL’s main mandate is the publication and dissemination of national legal texts. SCL already employs a range of semantic web technologies for legal text processing, and has considerable prior experience with legal metadata. In recent years, SCL has been investigating the use of legal metadata for two main purposes: (1) assisting IT engineers with identifying legal provisions that are likely to imply software requirements; in Section I, we illustrated some possible use cases of semantic legal metadata for requirements analysts, and (2) providing an online service that enables lay individuals and professionals alike to interactively query the law, e.g., ask questions such as “What would be the consequences of driving too fast on a road with the maximum speed limit of 30 km/h?” Our work is motivated by the former use case for legal metadata.

Our study concentrates on the traffic laws for Luxembourg. The traffic laws are made up of 74 separate legal texts, including legislation, regulations, orders and jurisprudence. Collectively the texts are 1075 pages long and contain ≈12000 statements. The oldest text is from 1955 and the most recent one is from 2016.

The choice of traffic laws was motivated by two factors. First, due to these laws being intuitive and widely known, SCL found them to be a good showcase for demonstrating the benefits of legal metadata to decision makers in Luxembourg. Second, the provisions in traffic laws are interesting from an RE perspective, due to their broad implications for the IT systems used by the police force, courts, and public infrastructure management departments.

Our study is based on 200 randomly selected statements from the traffic laws. As is the case with most legal texts, the source texts in our study contain statements with enumerations and lists embedded in them. To treat these statements properly, we took the common legal text preprocessing measures, notably merging the beginning of a statement with its individual list items to form complete, independent sentences [41].

Analysis procedure. Our analysis procedure follows protocol coding [42], which is a method for collecting qualitative data according to a pre-established theory, i.e., set of codes. In our study, the codes are the phrase-level concepts of the model of Fig. 2. The first author, who is a native French speaker and expert in NLP, analyzed the 200 selected statements from the traffic laws, and annotated the phrases of these statements. Throughout the process, difficult or ambiguous situations were
discussed between the authors (including a legal expert) and decisions were made based on consensus.

To assess the overall reliability of the coding, the second author – a native French speaker with background in NLP and regulatory compliance – independently annotated 10% of the selected statements, prior to any discussion among the authors. Interrater agreement was then computed using Cohen’s κ [43]. An agreement was counted when both annotators assigned the same metadata type to the same span of text. Other situations counted as disagreements. We obtained κ = 0.824, indicating “almost perfect agreement” [44].

Coding results. The coding process did not prompt the use of any concepts beyond what was already present in the conceptual model of Fig. 2. In other words, we found the phrase-level concepts of the model to be adequately expressive.

Table I presents overall statistics about the number of occurrences of each phrase-level concept in the studied statements. In the majority of cases, we could assign a unique annotation to a given phrase. However, we did encounter cases where different annotations would result from different interpretations of the same phrase. The last column of the table provides information about phrases with multiple annotations. For instance, we annotated 73 phrases with the unique concept of artifact. In addition, we annotated seven phrases as both artifact and sanction, five phrases as both artifact and situation, and so on. We note that phrases are hierarchical and nested. Consequently, nested annotations are prevalent, as illustrated by the statements in Fig. 1. What we show in the last column of Table I is exclusive of nesting, and covers only phrases with more than one annotation attached to exactly the same span. An example such phrase is “temporarily or permanently” in Statement 1 of Fig. 1. Here, two annotations, constraint and time, have been attached to the same span.

In total, we annotated 1339 phrases in the 200 selected statements. Of these phrases, 1299 (≈ 97%) have a single annotation, and the remaining 40 (≈ 3%) have two annotations (i.e., no cases observed with more than two annotations).

With regard to the coverage of the concepts, we have more than 20 occurrences of each concept, with two exceptions: result is not represented, and constraint has only five occurrences. Despite our study not having identified any occurrences of result, the concept is conceptually important. In particular, feedback from legal experts indicated that there is a gap between situation and sanction. To illustrate, consider the following statement (from outside our qualitative study): “If the defect is fixed, the car is not subject to a new inspection.” Here, “the defect is fixed” is a regular situation appearing as part of a condition. What follows, i.e., “the car is not subject to a new vehicle inspection” is the consequence of the first situation; however, this consequence is not a sanction. Result is a general notion for consequences that are not sanctions.

As for constraints that are unclassifiable as any of the specializations of constraint in the model of Fig. 2, consider the following statement: “Drivers of transport units [...] must observe, with respect to the vehicles ahead of them, a distance of at least 50 meters [...].” The italicized segment in this statement restricts the interpretation of distance. This restriction qualifies neither as a condition nor an exception.

We next describe the extraction rules we derived from our qualitative study. We exclude results and constraints from the rules, since our qualitative study did not yield a sufficient number of observations for these two concepts.

Metadata extraction rules. Table II presents the extraction rules that we derived by analyzing the 1339 manual annotations in our study. The rules were iteratively refined to maximize accuracy over these annotations. Our rules cover 12 out of the 18 phrase-level concepts in the model of Fig. 2. The concepts that are not covered are: result and constraint (due to the lack of enough observations, noted above), the three specializations of actor, and (cross-)reference.

With regard to the specializations of actor, namely agent, target and auxiliary party, we observed that distinguishing them is highly context dependent. We thus deemed the risk of overfitting to be high if rules were to be defined for these specializations. Our rules instead directly address actor.

With regard to references, we made a conscious choice not to cover them in our extraction rules. Legal cross-references are well-studied in RE, with detailed semantic classifications already available [45], [46]. As for automated extraction of cross-reference metadata, one can for example use the extraction rules of Sannier et al.’s [5], [46].

The element highlighted blue in each rule of Table II is the phrase that is the target of annotation by that rule. The rules for action use both constituency and dependency parsing, whereas the remaining rules use only constituency parsing. Aside from the rules for action and actor, all the rules are expressed entirely in Tregex [47], a widely used pattern matching language for (constituency) parse trees. The single rule for action annotates every verb phrase (VP) encountered, excluding from the span of the annotation any embedded segments of type modality, condition, exception, and reason. Note that, to work properly, the rule for action has to be run after those for the four aforementioned concepts.

We do not provide a thorough exposition of Tregex which is already well-documented [47]. Below, we illustrate some

---

**Table I: Metadata Annotations Resulting from Qualitative Study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Unique Classification</th>
<th>Multiple Classifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>187</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>+7 sanctions, +5 situations, +3 times, +1 violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Party</td>
<td>34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>+18 times, +1 violation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraint</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>+1 time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modality</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanction</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>+7 artifacts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>+5 artifacts, +2 times, +2 violations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target</td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>+3 artifacts, +18 conditions, +1 constraint, +2 situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>+2 artifact, +1 condition, +2 situations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1299</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The markers are not generic but are automatically derivable from a simple dictionary. Specifically, we scraped all the entries in Wiktionary [48]. Any entry classified as a noun and with a definition containing “act” or “action” (or variations thereof) is considered a marker for situation. For instance, consider the term “inspection”, defined by Wiktionary as “The act of examining something, often closely.” With “inspection” included in the situation markers, the rule for situation in Table II, NP < (situation marker) would mark the noun phrase “vehicle inspections” in Statement 2 of Fig. 1 as a situation.

In a similar vein, any Wiktionary entry classified as a noun and with a definition containing “person”, “organization”, “body” (or variations thereof) is considered a marker for actor. For example, “authority” is an actor marker since Wiktionary defines it as “The bodies that enforce law and order [...].” As shown by the rules in Table II, the mere presence of an actor marker does not necessarily induce an actor annotation: an actor further has to appear in a subject or object dependency as defined by the rules. To illustrate, let us again consider Statement 1 of Fig. 1. A (simplified) dependency graph for an excerpt of this statement is given in Fig. 4. Here, the actor annotation is extracted by the rule: subject dependency and NP < (actor marker). This rule classifies a noun phrase as an actor if the noun phrase contains an actor marker, and further has a subject dependency (nsubj) to the main (root) verb within the statement.

For artifacts, we need the ability to identify human-made objects. One can develop generalizable automation for this purpose in the English language, where one has at their disposal ontologies, notably the WordNet ontology [49], providing a classification of objects. In lieu of such an ontology for French, we derived an initial set of markers from the 200 annotated statements in our study. With these initial sets in hand, we followed different strategies for different concepts in order to make their respective sets of markers as complete as possible. We present these strategies next. Table III illustrates the markers for different concepts. We note that the original markers are in French; the terms in Table III are translations. We further note that, for simplicity, the table provides one set of markers per concept. In practice, different rules for extracting the same concept use different marker subsets. For instance, “who” and “whose” are treated as concept markers by the first condition rule in Table II (Srel < (condition marker)), but not by the other four rules.

We observed that actor and situation have broad scopes, thus leading to large sets of potential markers. To identify the markers for these concepts in a way that would generalize beyond our study context, we systematically enumerated the possibilities based on a dictionary. Specifically, we scraped all

Fig. 4. (Simplified) Dependency Graph for an Excerpt of Statement 1
For conditions, exceptions, modalities, reasons, sanctions, times, and violations, the markers were derived from our study and later augmented with simple variations suggested by legal experts. As one can see from Table III, noting the nature of the markers for these seven concepts, the number of possibilities is limited. While, in all likelihood, our qualitative study did not capture all the possibilities, we anticipate that the markers for these concepts will saturate quickly with use.

Finally and with regard to the markers for location, we followed the same process as described above for artifacts, i.e., we derived an initial set of markers from the qualitative study and enhanced the results using a thesaurus. The resulting markers for location contain a combination of generic and domain-specific terms. For example, “site” and “place” are likely to generalize to legal texts other than traffic laws. In contrast, designating a “railway track” as a location is specific to traffic laws. The markers for location will therefore need to be tailored to a specific legal domain.

V. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION (RQ3)

In this section, we describe our implementation and measure the accuracy of our extraction rules through a case study.

A. Implementation

Our metadata extraction rules are implemented using Tregex [47] and Java. These rules utilize the outputs of the classic NLP pipeline for syntactic analysis. The pipeline has the following modules: Tokenizer, Sentence Splitter, POS Tagger, Named-entity Recognizer, and Parser (Constituency and Dependency). Alternative implementations exist for each of these modules. We instantiate the pipeline using a specific combination of module implementations which we found to be most accurate for the language of the legal texts in our context. For the lexical analysis modules (Tokenizer, Sentence Splitter, POS Tagger and Named-entity Recognizer), we use a language-specific framework called Lefff [50]. For constituency and dependency parsing, we use the Berkeley Parser [51] and the Malt Parser [52], respectively.

B. Evaluation

Case study description. The objective of our study is to measure the accuracy of the extraction rules of Table II against a ground truth. To build a ground truth, we manually annotated 150 randomly selected legal statements from the traffic laws, in addition to the 200 statements previously annotated for our qualitative study of Section IV. We followed the same protocol coding process as described in our qualitative study. The construction of the ground truth took place strictly after the conclusion of our qualitative study. Specifically, our extraction rules (including the concept markers) were already finalized and frozen at the time we selected and analyzed the 150 statements. The ground truth was constructed in two rounds. In the first round, we annotated 100 statements and performed a complete round of evaluation, following the same procedure that we explain below. Our analysis of the results in the first round did not lead to new extraction rules, but prompted marginal improvements to the concept markers for condition, time, and location (see Table III). Following the first evaluation round, we annotated another 50 statements and measured the accuracy of our improved solution over them. We obtained accuracy levels similar to those in the first round. This provides confidence that our extraction rules and markers have saturated. Due to space, we report the evaluation results for the 100+50=150 statements combined. To avoid biased conclusions, the results we report use the baseline set of concept markers, i.e., the same set with which the first evaluation round was performed.

The first author annotated the 150 statements used in the evaluation; the second author independently annotated 10% of these statements to examine reliability. We obtained \( \kappa = 0.815 \), suggesting “almost perfect agreement” [44]. In total, the ground truth has 1202 annotations covering 1177 phrases (25 phrases have double annotations). A detailed breakdown is provided in the ground truth column of Table IV. Similar to the qualitative study, we observed no occurrences of result and a very low number of occurrences of constraint.

To evaluate our extraction rules, we exclude occurrences of constraint for which we do not provide rules, and occurrences of reference whose detection we leave to existing solutions. Our evaluation is thus based on 1127 ground-truth annotations.

Analysis procedure. Each annotation has two parameters: a type and a span. The latter specifies where an annotation begins and where it ends in a statement. We evaluate the results of automated metadata extraction using the following notions:

- A computed annotation is a perfect match if it has the same type and span as some ground-truth annotation.
- A computed annotation is a partial match if its span has a non-empty intersection with some ground-truth annotation of the same type, but the spans are not identical.
- A computed annotation is misclassified if it is neither a perfect nor a partial match.
- A ground-truth annotation for which there is no perfect or partial match is considered as missed.

If the computed annotations are used as-is for analysis, the practical impact of partial matches, misclassifications and missed annotations would be as follows: A partial match is only an approximation of what is desired. The quality of the analysis depends on how good the approximation is, i.e., how well-aligned the span of the partial match is with the intersecting ground-truth annotation. Misclassifications can lead to unnecessary or unsound analysis. Missed annotations can lead to outcomes that are incomplete or even incorrect.

Existing evaluations of automated legal metadata extraction consider only the type parameter of the computed annotations. Our evaluation procedure presents an enhancement by considering annotation spans as well. Specifically, we define notions of precision and recall that penalize span inaccuracies in partial matches. The rationale is that analysts either need to rectify such inaccuracies before using the computed annotations, or take some corrective action during their analysis. In either case, additional manual effort will be incurred.
We use the Jaccard index for assessing the quality of partial matches. Let $g$ be an annotation from the ground truth, and let $a$ be a computed annotation that is a partial match for $g$. Instead of counting $a$ as a full (perfect) match, we count it as a fraction determined by the Jaccard index: $J(a, g) = |S(a) \cap S(g)|/|S(a) \cup S(g)|$. In this formula, $S$ denotes the span function and $|\cdot|$ the length (in characters) of a text segment. To illustrate, consider Statement 3 of Fig. 1. Suppose an automated solution annotates “an offense” as a violation. If we take the annotations in Fig. 1 as the ground truth, the Jaccard index for the computed annotation is: $\text{[“an offense”]}/\text{[“for an offense under this Act”]} = 10/29 = 0.34$. The computed annotation thus counts as 0.34 of a perfect match.

Penalizing partial matches using the Jaccard index is likely to be pessimistic. Span inaccuracies may, in practice, have less impact on manual effort than suggested by the Jaccard index. Further empirical studies would have to be carried out to measure with certainty the level of effort that analysts incur over dealing with span inaccuracies. In the meantime, we believe that the Jaccard index serves as a useful, albeit conservative, measure for the quality of annotation spans.

**Results.** Our evaluation results are presented in columns 3 through 9 of Table IV. For each legal concept (metadata type), we provide the number of perfect matches, partial matches, missed annotations, missed annotations, and precision and recall. Each perfect match counts as one true positive (TP). Each partial match counts as a fraction of a TP, calculated by the Jaccard index (explained above). Each missed annotation counts as a false positive (FP) for the metadata type it appears in front of. Each missed annotation counts as one false negative (FN).

Precision is computed as $|\text{TP}|/(|\text{TP}| + |\text{FP}|)$ and recall as $|\text{TP}|/(|\text{TP}| + |\text{FN}|)$. $|\text{TP}|$, which is $\leq |\text{TP}|$, is the total number of TPs, with each partial match individually weighted by the Jaccard index. The Jaccard index for a perfect match is one. The final row in Table IV shows the overall results. Note that the overall precision and recall scores are computed over all the annotations; these are not the averages of the precision and recall scores for the individual metadata types.

In summary, out of the 1100 computed annotations, 873 (79.4%) are perfect matches, 196 (17.8%) are partial matches, and 31 (2.8%) are misclassifications. There are 58 ground-truth annotations (5.1%) that the extraction rules miss, due to either misclassification or being unable to classify. We obtain an overall weighted precision of 87.4% and an overall weighted recall of 85.5% for the concepts covered by our extraction rules. Without penalizing for partial coverage of annotation spans, we obtain an overall precision of 97.2% and overall recall of 94.9% (not shown in Table IV). This means that our approach identifies the types of metadata items with very high accuracy. Analysts can thus expect to have a correct type assigned automatically in the large majority of cases.

Given the complexity of correctly delineating annotation spans through automation, our weighted precision and recall scores are promising. The fact that the automatically-identified spans are fully correct in 79.4% of the cases provides confidence about the accuracy of constituency and dependency parsing. While 17.8% of the matches are partial, the penalties for partial span coverage decrease precision by only 9.8% and recall by only 9.4%. Indeed, the average Jaccard index for the partial matches is 0.46 (SD=0.29). This indicates that the partial matches have considerable overlap with the desired annotations. We thus do not anticipate the amount of manual effort required for adjusting the annotation spans to be too high.

To determine the root causes for the automation inaccuracies observed, we analyzed all the misclassified annotations, missed annotations, and partial matches. Of the 31 misclassifications in Table IV, 20 are related to polysemous concept markers. For example, the term “seizure” is a marker for sanction, since the term may refer to the confiscation of a possession. This term may also refer to an illness, in which case it suggests a situation. Both senses of the term are used in the traffic laws. When the term is used in the latter sense, our rules generate a misclassified annotation. Three misclassifications arise from complex legalese and are unavoidable. The remaining eight misclassifications are due to constituency parsing errors discussed later.

Of the 58 missed annotations, 25 are related to double annotations in the ground truth. In all these cases, our rules identify one of the two ground-truth annotations, but we still count one FN for each case since, compared to a human annotator, the rules lack the ability to detect all the possibilities. If we do not count these 25 cases as FNs, our overall recall increases to 87.2% (precision remains unaffected). Among the remaining 33 missed annotations, 26 are due to misclassifications, discussed earlier. Five missed annotations result from distinct ground-truth annotations for which our rules produce only a single annotation (intersecting with both ground-truth annotations). Each of these five cases leads to one partial match and one missing annotation. The last two missed annotations are caused by constituency parsing errors discussed later.

### TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legal Concept</th>
<th>Ground Truth</th>
<th>Results of Automatic Semantic Metadata Extraction</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extracted</td>
<td>Perfect Match (TP)</td>
<td>Partial Match (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraint</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exception</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modality</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanction</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situation</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violation</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1202</strong></td>
<td><strong>873</strong></td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*We exclude from our evaluation comments and references as noted in the text: we do not have extraction rules for constraints; detecting (cross-)references is outside the scope of this paper.
As for the 196 partial matches, 21 (10.7%) are due to granularity differences between the computed and the ground-truth annotations. In other words, the computed annotations either fully cover or are fully covered by the ground-truth annotations. Another 21 (10.7%) partial matches are due to limitations in our rules. Among these, 15 are due to missing concept markers, and six due to our rule for the situation concept being too restrictive. The remaining 154 partial matches (78.6%) are due to constituency or dependency parsing errors.

As indicated by the discussions above, several of the automation inaccuracies, notably the partial matches, are caused by NLP errors. We observed that these errors stem primarily from subordination, coordination, and prepositional phrase attachments. Constituency parsers do not always connect such attachments to the correct node in the parse tree. Similarly, such attachments can mislead dependency parsers into inferring incorrect types for the dependency links. The limitations of constituency and dependency parsing in dealing with subordination, coordination, and prepositional phrase attachments are well-known [53], [54]. Despite these limitations, our good overall accuracy results help increase confidence that these advanced NLP techniques have matured enough to be applicable to legal texts. Further studies are nevertheless essential to more conclusively assess this claim.

As a final remark, we note that some recent strands of RE research, e.g., Quirchmayr et al. [36], offer useful domain-specific heuristics for working around NLP errors. Developing such heuristics for legal texts requires further investigation.

VI. Threats to Validity

The most pertinent threats to the validity of our work concern internal and external validity, as we discuss below.

Internal validity. A potential threat to internal validity is that the authors interpreted the existing legal metadata types. To mitigate the threat posed by subjective interpretation, we tabulated all the concepts identified in the literature and established a mapping between them. By doing so, we helped ensure that no concepts were overlooked, and that the correspondences we defined between the different metadata types were rooted in the existing definitions. While we cannot rule out subjectivity, we provide our interpretation in a precise and explicit form [15]. This is thus open to scrutiny.

Another potential internal validity threat is that the coding in both the qualitative study of Section IV and the case study of Section V was done by the authors. Since traffic laws are intuitive and one of the authors (last author) is a legal expert, we found the risk of misinterpretation during coding to be low. To prevent bias in the coding process, we took several mitigating actions: (1) we carefully discussed the difficult cases encountered during coding; (2) we completed the coding component of our qualitative study before defining any extraction rules; (3) to minimize the influence of the extraction rules on the construction of the ground truth in our case study, we did not apply our implementation to the legal statements in the ground truth until coding was completed; (4) we assessed the reliability of the coding results by measuring interrater agreement over 10% of the coded statements.

External validity. The nuanced nature of legal texts often necessitates that research on legal requirements be based upon qualitative results obtained in specific contexts. A qualitative study with a scope as limited as ours makes it difficult to address external validity with sufficient rigor. Further studies that cover a variety of legal domains thus remain essential for ascertaining the completeness and general applicability of our results. With this said, the following observations provide a degree of support for the external validity of our qualitative study: First, the rules of Table II are, in general, simple; there is no particular reason to suspect that these rules may be domain-specific. This helps mitigate the risk of overfitting the rules to our study context. Second, as we argued while discussing the concept markers of Table III, most of the marker sets are either systematically extractable from existing lexicons, or expected to saturate quickly due to the limited linguistic variations possible. As a result, we anticipate that our markers should be reasonably easy to adapt to other legal domains, noting that the markers are necessarily language-dependent and do not carry over from one language to another.

Another aspect of external validity concerns our evaluation of automation accuracy in Section V, and more specifically, whether the accuracy levels observed would generalize. To this end, we note that traffic laws are very versatile and cover a large variety of topics. The sampling frame for both our qualitative study and our evaluation is the entire set of traffic laws in effect (comprised of 12000 statements, as noted in Section IV). The 150 statements in our evaluation ground truth are thus unlikely to be too similar to the 200 statements in our qualitative study, given the sampling frame being so large. Although not a replacement for additional case studies, the large sampling frame helps mitigate external validity threats.

VII. Conclusion

Metadata about the semantics of legal statements is an important enabler for legal requirements analysis. In this paper, we first described an attempt at reconciling the different types of semantic legal metadata proposed in the RE literature. We then derived, through a qualitative study of traffic laws, extraction rules for the reconciled metadata types. Our rules are based on natural language processing, and more specifically, constituency and dependency parsing. Finally, we evaluated our extraction rules via a case study. The results are promising. Depending on whether a penalty is levied on annotation span inaccuracies or not, we obtain a precision between 87.4% and 97.2%, and a recall between 85.5% and 94.9%.

In the future, we plan to more thoroughly examine the completeness and generalizability of our extraction rules by conducting additional studies. We would further like to perform user studies in realistic settings to determine the practical utility of automation for legal metadata extraction.
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